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8 in 10 new homes are built with brick
Known for our ever-dependable products 
and services, Austral Bricks is backed by an 
exclusive 100-year warranty, so you can be 
confident your investment is in safe hands.

Founded in 1908, Austral Bricks have been leading 
the way in brick manufacturing and design 
for over 100 years. It is no surprise we have an 
enduring relationship with our customers, and 
we are consistently chosen by leading builders, 
and world-class architects and designers.

Owned and operated in Australia, Austral 
Bricks manufactures bricks in Australia, 
for Australians, designed to meet the 
demands of the harsh Australian climate.

Our presence extends globally, with our bricks 
being consistently chosen by the world’s most 
inspiring architects and designers to construct 
iconic architecture everywhere from Hong 
Kong to Amsterdam. Plus, we have a design 
studio open on Fifth Avenue, New York.

Bricks have enduring style that, when backed  
with a 100-year warranty, is guaranteed to look 
stylish forever.

Australia’s leading brick 
manufacturer 
– 
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Complimentary Services 
– 

The inspiration and 
expertise you need 
–

Seamlessly visualise 
your dream home 
–

With our comprehensive series of colour and style palettes, 
skillfully curated from the huge range of Brickworks 
building materials available, you can select a thoughtful 
and stylish scheme for any house, whether it’s cutting 
edge contemporary or more traditionally influenced.

Our expert design consultants can talk you through colour 
and style swatches in a friendly one-to-one session, 
helping you pick a scheme you love for your vision.

Using Artificial Intelligence and digital technology, you’re 
now able to experience colours, forms and profiles with our 
online colour visualisation tool. iVisualise helps make selection 
seamless and simple – whether you’re looking for a more 
traditional product, or something more contemporary.

Our new and upgraded iVisualise tool will guide you on 
designing for your dream home. It’s all at the touch of a button.

Book your one on one colour appointment
Visit. australbricks.com.au/style-inspiration

Use our online colour visualisation tool 
Visit. australbricks.com.au/ivisualise
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Affordable Value 
–
Brick is the only material that will 
continue to make you money now, and 
in the future. Your building material 
is the most important decision you 
will make when building your new 
home, so you want to be confident 
you are making the right choice.

Low Maintenance 
–
Bricks require zero maintenance, 
meaning you have one less thing to 
worry about. Bricks don’t fade, rot, rust or 
decay, meaning they remain completely 
weatherproof, durable and attractive 
forever without you having to lift a finger.

Energy Efficient 
–
A home built with brick helps you 
do your bit for a more sustainable 
planet, while reducing your bills 
by up to 40% – win-win!

Strength and Safety 
–
Unlike other materials, bricks are 
fireproof – when you build with 
brick, you are protecting your 
investment and your loved ones.

Durability Class 
–

Naturally Sustainable 
–
If you want a sustainable home 
– bricks are the only choice. 

Building a sustainable home has never 
been more important. There are 3 ways  
that building with brick will make your  
home more sustainable both now, and  
into the future:

1. Reduced household emissions 
2. Bricks can be reused and recycled 
3. Bricks can be carbon neutral, ask us how

Bricks are  
designed to last 
–

Versatility in design, durability that 
lasts a lifetime and the highest 
thermal comfort, with almost no 
maintenance. Clay bricks and pavers 
from Austral Bricks tick all the 
boxes for homes and projects with 
value and sustainability in mind.

EXP = Exposure grade
Suitable for use in external walls 
exposed to aggressive environments, 
such as; areas subjected to salts in 
the soil, adjacent material or ground 
water, in coastal areas exposed to 
attack from windborne salt spray, 
or retaining walls subjected to 
fertilisers and ground salts.

GP = General purpose
Suitable for internal and external 
walls only when above a sheet or 
membrane damp-proof course and 
protected by an adequate coping, 
eaves, roof or similar top covering. 
These units should not be directly 
exposed to saline environments.
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Brick  
Collection

– Palm Springs 
– Sculptured Sands 
– Mineral Contours 
– Panorama 50 
– Nelissen 
– La Paloma 
– Venetian Glass 
– San Selmo 
– Burlesque 
– Specialty 
– Metallix 
– Governor 
– Hamptons 
– Urban One 
– Coastal 
– Wilderness Design 
– Everyday Life 
– Landmark Stone 
– Thin Brick 1
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Palm Springs
The Palm Springs brick collection was born from 
a desire to craft a premium product to evoke a 
modern take on the Palm Springs aesthetic, with its 
clean line profile, refined texture, and smooth finish.  

Made from premium-quality clay the 
Palm Springs brick collection is produced 
at Austral Bricks’ state-of-the art plant 
facility in Rochedale, Queensland.  

The easy-to-care-for finish of the Palm Springs 
brick collection, along with their ability to keep 
your home cooler and quieter, will evoke a 
relaxed resort vibe in your home, where the living 
is easy and poolside relaxation is essential.

Product – Palm Springs | From Top to Bottom: Mirage, Oasis, Desert, Newport, Mirador

Made in QLD

Colours 

Oasis Desert Mirage

Mirador NewportEXP

EXP

EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Sculptured Sands
With a broad range of contemporary colours, 
this naturally elegant collection is adorned with a 
light application of sand to ensure a harmonious 
relationship in any environment – indoors or out.

Product – Opaque Collection | From left to right: Quartz, Arenite, Calcite, Olivine
* The Sculptured Sands Opaque Collection require special cleaning instructions.  
 Please visit australbricks.com.au to view the cleaning manual. 

Made in NSW Natural Collection 

Beach Dolomite Granite

Ochre Siltstone

Opaque Collection*

Quartz Calcite Olivine

Arenite

EXP

EXP EXP

EXP EXP

GP

GP

GPGP

GP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Mineral Contours
Minimalistic, sleek and modern, these bricks 
are the result of outstanding craftsmanship and 
leading-edge innovation. Crafted from some of the 
finest white clays in Australia, their subtle matte 
colours and gentle speckled surfaces bring an 
incredibly elegant natural stone finish  
to interior and exterior projects. 

Product – Mineral Contours | From left to right: Feldspar Taupe, Gypsum Tan, Mineral Sand, Mica Grey

Made in QLD

Colours 

Mineral Sand Feldspar Taupe

Gypsum Tan Mica Grey

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Panorama 50
The Panorama 50 Collection has an outstanding 
reputation for bringing finesse and elegance 
to modern builds. With a longer length, but 
thinner profile, they work well inside or outside 
for striking feature walls or exterior cladding.

Product – Panorama 50 | From top to bottom: Snowfield,  Lunar Crust,  Evening Dusk,  Night Sky

Made in QLD

Colours 

Snowfield Lunar Crust

Night Sky Midnight

EXP

EXPEXP

GP

SIZE:  390L x 110W x 50H 



21Product – Nelissen | From left to right: Ostend,  Limberg,  Hasselt,  Mechelen,  Hasselt,  Mechelen,  Tornai,  Mechelen,  Limberg20

Nelissen
Made with an exquisite rustic texture, Nelissen 
bricks are sculptured pieces in themselves. In 
fact, due to the irregular folded grooves and 
exquisite colours, each is a genuinely unique work 
of craftsmanship. Created using a combination 
of age-old materials, and ultra-modern kiln 
techniques, Nelissen’s multi-shade faces and 
rich velvety sand surfaces are the result of years 
of dedicated research and development.

Imported from Belgium

Colours 

Hasselt Tournai Bruges

Ostend Charleroi Limburg

Ypres Mechelen EXP

GP GP GP

GP

GP GPGP

SIZE:  215L x 100W x 65H 
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La Paloma
Spain has a history of passion, colour and vibrancy 
– and that’s exactly what La Paloma delivers.

Beautiful as architectural feature highlights, 
and equally elegant as a feature wall or 
façade, this collection is designed to 
inspire creative bold expressions.

Product – La Paloma  | From left to right: Miro (Tash),  Azul (Curved),  Miro (Comb) 23*La Paloma Special Shapes are available in Azul and Miro.

Imported from Spain Original Collection

Castellana Miro*

Azul* Romero

 
Rùstico Collection

Miro Gaudi

 
Special Shapes** 

Combed Curved Tash

Available Sizes

La Paloma Standard 
230L x 110W x 76H

La Paloma50 
230L x 110W x 50H

La Paloma Grande50 
290L x 110W x 50H

La Paloma Rústico 
475L x 100W x 40H

GP EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 

SIZE: 475L x 100W x 40H 
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Venetian Glass
Venice – historic city of bridges and canals, 
art and artisans. For centuries, Venetians have 
been producing magnificent glass pieces of 
every description. Our new range has all the 
features you’d expect in coloured designer 
glass – brilliance, transparency, sophistication. 

Colours 

Arctic Crystal Aquamarine Golden Amber

Blue Sapphire Smokey Quartz

 
 
Types 

Natural Polished

Frosted Satin

25Product – Venetian Glass | From left to right: Blue Sapphire (Natural), Golden Amber (Natural), Arctic Crystal (Polished)

Imported from Italy

EXP EXP

EXP EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H
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Corso Raw Collection 

Brenta Livenza Arno

Potenza Marana Piave

 
Corso Texture Collection 

Brenta Livenza Arno

Potenza Marana Piave

San Selmo*
Italy – inspired, rustic and charming. The unique 
San Selmo range of Smoked, Reclaimed, Textured 
and Raw Corso, embodies the beauty of brick. 
With hues that transition from light to dark, 
tactile finishes, and sizes from conventional 
to distinctive, the San Selmo range suits all 
contemporary projects and environments.

Smoked Collection 

Grey Cashmere Cloudy Silver

Opaque Slate Wild Storm

 
Reclaimed Collection 

Limewash Reclaimed Original Aged Red

* The San Selmo range of bricks require special cleaning instructions.  
 Please visit australbricks.com.au to view the cleaning manual. 

Imported from Italy

GP GP EXP

EXP EXP EXP

EXP EXP EXP

EXP EXP EXP

SIZE: 500L x 100W x 40H 

SIZE: 500L x 100W x 40H 

GP

GP

GP

GP

GP

GP

GP

SIZE: 230L x 110W x 76H

SIZE: 230L x 110W x 76H
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Burlesque
Making a statement – and the provocative, 
eye-catching Burlesque range go together 
when it comes to design. Burlesque’s fully 
glazed finish speaks volumes about this 
sensuous collection. Available in 13 standard 
and also neutral colours, the Burlesque range 
will appeal to the adventurous spirit. 

Colours 

Indulgent White Majestic Grey Karrington Silver

Brushed Leather Enchanting Yellow Oyster Grey

Cognac Illusion Sublime Steel Deepening Green

Bursting Orange Luscious Red Smashing Blue

Charming Black

Product – Burlesque | Indulgent White

Made in NSW 

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Specialty
Glazed – and glassy in their effect, our Speciality 
range is breathtakingly bold, but also subtly 
gentle with its intriguing hues and colours. 
These colours were created for specific 
projects, but the option to create your own 
colours offers limitless possibilities. Let us 
help you make your unique design a reality.

Colours 

Jade Emerald Royal

Amber Crimson Sienna

Pacific Espresso

 
Types 

Standard Face Brick Double Header Brick Single Cant*

Single Bullnose*

Product – Specialty | Amber * Made to order

GlazedGlazed

Made in NSW 

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Metallix
A brick face that glimmers, sparks immediate 
interest and which possesses great subtlety. With 
its depth of colour the Metallix range reflects light 
on finished brickwork, creating a satin metallic 
sheen that will lend depth and sophistication  
to your project. 

Made in QLD

Product – Metallix | Bronze

Colours 

Mercury Bronze

Emery EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Governor
Robust, down-to-earth, authentic sand stock brick, 
the much-loved Governor range is made from 
quality materials using traditional manufacturing 
methods. Governor adds cachet to your home 
with their uneven and folded form, capturing the 
colours and textures of classic heritage brickwork. 

Colours 

King Haigh

Gipps

Made in NSW

Hamptons
The fine-grained finish and delicate colour palette of the 
Hamptons evoke a feeling of effortless artistic elegance. 
This tasteful range is perfectly at home in an oceanfront 
environment or when building a stylish hinterland retreat.

Made in QLD

Colours 

Whitehaven GP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 

Product – Burlesque (Indulgent White) and Governor (Blend)

EXP

GP GP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 



Coastal
Headlands and bays speak of Australia’s beautiful 
coastline. Inspired by some of our most stylish 
locations, Coastal is available in standard 
and double-height and won’t fade over time. 
The fashionable colours of our Coastal series 
invests your home with a glamorous, highly 
desirable exterior in practical, durable brick.

Urban One
The Urban One brick series is the perfect 
complement to any contemporary home design. 
With its range of neutral toned bricks it pairs 
well with stone, timber or render, providing 
an understated, monochromatic backdrop 
for design and finishing statements.
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Made in QLD Made in QLD

Colours 

Surf Wash Shoreline

Surf Wash  
Double Height

Shoreline 
Double Height

EXP EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H  
230L x 110W x 162H

Colours 

Sea Salt Silver Grecian Gold

Pepper ChiffonEXP EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H 
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Everyday Life
Everyday life is interesting, varied and about home 
– feeling comfortable. This versatile range is a suite 
of bricks with a lightly textured finish that’s full of 
modern, natural colours of clay, making it easy 
to design your new home or project with style.

39

Wilderness Design
The natural beauty of Australia’s wilderness 
provides inspiration for subtle depth and variation 
of colour, bringing to life every brick in this range. 
Alongside modern building materials, you’ll 
notice the difference these bricks make with their 
dramatic and visual proclamation of country.

Made in QLD Made in NSW

Colours 

Escape Stimulate

Freedom

EXP

EXP

EXP

Colours 

Blackbutt Grey Gum Silver Birch

Blackbutt 
Double Height

Grey Gum 
Double Height

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H  
230L x 110W x 162H
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Product – Landmark Stone | From left to right: Ashford Ledgestone, Granite Glen Ridge,  
Cashmere Limestone, Ashford Ledgestone, Granite Glen Ridge, San Moritz Fieldstone

Landmark Stone 
These natural forms have the strength, durability 
and imperfect beauty of real stone. Ideal for 
architectural projects that require a lower-cost 
solution than traditional stone, they offer a 
naturally-grounded design register when used 
for contemporary and traditional projects in 
commercial, institutional or residential placements.

Imported from USA

Colours 

San Moritz Fieldstone Blue Ridge Ledgestone

Ashford Ledgestone Granite Glen Ridge

EXP EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE: Assorted random size pieces 
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Thin Brick
Because Thin Brick is genuine brick only 
thinner, it gives you more flexibility to add style 
and authenticity to any part of your house, 
reducing the cost and time that it would take 
for standard brick applications. From striking 
splashbacks to inviting outdoor entertaining 
areas, there’s no limit to Thin Brick’s range of 
applications inside or outside your home.

Imported from Italy & Spain

Colours

Castellana

Romero

Limewash

Opaque Slate

Miro

Glazed White

Reclaimed Original

Azul

Glazed Black

Aged RedEXP

EXP EXP EXP

EXP EXP EXP

GP GP

GP

SIZE:  230L x 110W x 76H  
230L x 18W x 76H
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Mortex 
–
Mortex is a factory manufactured, quality assured 
premixed M4 rated mortar solution. Its consistency 
can save labour time, increase efficiency, remove 
the need for on site blending, and it is compliant 
with AS3700:2018. Mortex takes the guess work 
out of mortar blending and reduces the potential 
for under strength, non compliant mortar use. 

Mortar Colours 
–
White mortar is currently the most popular colour. This is 
made by mixing light coloured cement and white sand and 
results in a traditional brick and mortar look. Mortar can 
be coloured by adding powdered or liquid pigments to the 
mortar as it is being mixed by the bricklayer. It can also be 
tinted to match the brick colour, giving a very even wall 
colour. Please confirm with your bricklayer what their mortar 
colouring offering is before making your final decision.

Standard Colours

Mortex White Mortex Grey Mortex Charcoal*

Raked Ironed

Struck Flush

 For more information 

Please visit our website  
australbricks.com.au/
QLD/product/Mortex

Mortar Finishes 
–
There are four common mortar finishes and these various 
finishes result in different shadow lines on the wall. A raked 
finish will create a deep shadow in the mortar joint. This brings 
out the horizontal lines of the brickwork (and the vertical lines 
to a lesser extent) and it is the most common finish. Ironed 
and struck joints also create shadow lines, but these are much 
finer and more subtle. A flush joint doesn’t allow shadow lines 
to form at all, giving the wall a flatter, more unified look. Using 
a mortar colour to match the brick will take this a step further.

* Please refer to the Mortex Charcoal Technical Data Sheet  
 for installation and cleaning guidelines before use.
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2

– Haven 
– Alfresco 

Paver  
Collection
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Haven
Taking inspiration from geological formations for 
colour, form and finish, the Haven paver collection 
is smooth underfoot but still offers textural interest.

With subtle matte colours and gentle 
speckled surfaces, Haven pavers are crafted 
in a smaller format to match brickwork for 
seamless transition from walls to pavement.

The Haven collection is fade-resistant 
(retaining its original colour for life), 100% 
reusable, recyclable and made in Australia.

Product – Palm Springs | From Top to Bottom: Arkose, Mountain Stone, Sandstone, Spotted Gum, Silver Falls

Made in QLD

Colours 

Mountain Stone Sandstone Silver Falls

Spotted Gum Arkose

Blends 

River Birch Blend

Blend Composition
50% Mountain Stone
50% Silver Falls

EXP

EXP

EXP

EXP EXP

SIZE: 232L x 115W x 50H
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Alfresco
Make a bold statement of style with the natural 
colours of Austral Bricks clay pavers. Select 
a single striking colour or use contrasting 
colours for edges, bands, panels or blending.

Product – Alfresco | Roux

Made in QLD

Colours 

Buttermilk Roux

Hickory

EXP

EXP

EXP

SIZE: 232L x 115W x 50H
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Backed by Brickworks  
–
Local expertise. Global quality. Brickworks Building 
Products are one of Australia’s biggest building 
material manufacturers. With heritage going 
all the way back to one of Australia’s founding 
brick producers, we’re proud of our reputation 
for design, innovation and sustainability. 

AUSTRALIA

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR 

NORTH AMERICA
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Get in Touch 
–
For more information, advice 
and samples get in touch 
with the Austral Bricks team.
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Visit. australbricks.com.au
Call. 13 Brick

The product images in our brochures give a general indication of colour for your preliminary selection.
We also recommend you view current product samples before making your final selections.

Follow Us

Design Studio

Design Centres

Brisbane

27 James Street, 
Fortitude Valley 
QLD 4006 
07 3634 5604 
Brisbanedesignstudio  
@brickworks.com.au

Rochedale

105 Gardner Rd 
Rochedale 
QLD 4123 
07 3347 2111 
Sales_qld  
@australbricks.com.au

Sunshine Coast 

200 Nicklin Way  
Warana 
QLD 4575 
07 5293 5001 
Sunshinecoastdc  
@brickworks.com.au

Toowoomba

29 Mort Street  
Toowoomba 
QLD 4350 
07 4632 6377  
Toowoomba  
@australbricks.com.au

Townsville 

2 Blakey Street 
Garbutt 
QLD 4814 
07 4431 2800 
Townsville  
@australmasonry.com.au

Cairns

8 Palmer Street  
Portsmith 
QLD 4870 
07 4045 5309 
Cairnssales  
@australmasonry.com.au

Rockhampton

42/50 Johnson Street 
Parkhurst 
QLD 4702 
07 4921 5777 
Rockysales  
@australmasonry.com.au



Visit. australbricks.com.au
Call. 13 Brick


